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Trafigura at a glance
Trafigura’s core business is physical trading and logistics; our assets
and investments complement and enhance these activities.
With 80 offices in 41 countries, Trafigura’s network is truly global.

Trading activities
Oil and Petroleum Products
In a fragmented market where no single company has a dominant
position, we are one of the world’s largest traders by volume of oil
and petroleum products. Trafigura is one of the few oil and petroleum
products traders with global presence and comprehensive coverage
of all major markets. The Oil and Petroleum Products Division is
supported by offices across the world including in Calgary, Geneva,
Houston, Johannesburg, Mexico City, Montevideo, Moscow, Mumbai,
Qingdao and Singapore.

2.2bn

(Total barrels traded)

2.2

2019

2.1

2018

1.9

2017

Metals and Minerals
We are one of the world’s largest metals and minerals traders.
We negotiate offtake and supply agreements with miners and
smelters and invest in logistics through our subsidiary, Impala
Terminals, to improve market access for our clients. The Metals and
Minerals Division is supported by offices across the world including
in Geneva, Johannesburg, Lima, Mexico City, Montevideo, Mumbai,
Santiago, Shanghai, Singapore and Stamford.

97.2mmt

*

(Total volume traded)

97.2

2019

95.9

2018
2017

69.9

Shipping and Chartering
Our Shipping and Chartering desk is closely integrated into Trafigura’s
business model, providing freight services to commodity trading teams
internally and trading freight externally in the professional market.
Operations are based in regional offices in Athens, Geneva, Houston,
Montevideo and Singapore. All post-fixture operations are managed
from our Athens office.

    * Million metric tonnes.
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4,173 fixtures
(Shipping and chartering fixtures)
2019

4,173

2018

4,190

2017

4,151

Industrial and financial assets

Impala Terminals

Mining Group

Impala Terminals is a
multimodal logistics
provider focused on
export-driven emerging
markets. It owns and
operates ports, port
terminals, warehouses
and transport assets.

The Mining Group
manages mining
operations, develops
projects, conducts
technical audits of
existing and potential
partner projects.

Galena Asset
Management
Galena Asset
Management provides
investors with specialized
alternative investment
solutions through
its investments in real
assets and private
equity funds.

Nyrstar

Puma Energy*

Nyrstar is a global multimetals business, with a
market-leading position in
zinc and lead.

Trafigura is a 49.3
percent shareholder in
Puma Energy, a global oil
and petroleum products
distribution company.
The company manages
close to 16.6 million m3
throughput volumes via
its network of 106 bulk
storage terminals,
84 airports and over
3,082 service stations.

Our global network

North America

11

Europe

568

Offices

15

Offices

817

Employees

Employees

Middle East

Asia & Australia

Offices

Offices

3

37

Employees

Latin America

Africa

Offices

Offices

26

2,172

Employees

17

1,206

Employees

8

306

Employees

2019 business highlights

$171.5bn
Group revenue

389.2mmt

Combined volume of commodities traded

$59.7bn

Financial lines available to Trafigura

5,106
Employees**

    * Puma Energy was deconsolidated at the end of the 2013 financial year at which point Trafigura ceased to control Puma Energy.
** All employee numbers represent average annual totals. As at 30 September 2019, the current total number of Group employees was 8,824 (4,615 Trafigura and 4,209 Nyrstar).
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Leadership in the export of US crude oil
With offices in Houston and Midland, Texas and Stamford, Connecticut, Trafigura has
a strong and growing presence in the US. Our long-term investments in infrastructure,
combined with our expertise in logistics, have enabled us to become a leading exporter
of US crude oil.

Trafigura has established a unique market
position in the US, which is currently one
of the most dynamic regions in the global
hydrocarbons industry. With upstream
crude, natural gas liquids (NGLs), and natural
gas production having grown substantially.
Over the past five years, higher commodity
prices have led to substantial growth in the
production of upstream crude, natural gas
liquids (NGLs) and natural gas. Having the
requisite infrastructure to transport, store,
blend, process and market these materials,
then, has become increasingly critical.
Crude oil production from inland
unconventional plays including the Permian
Basin, Bakken, Eagle Ford and Western Canada
reached record highs at the end of 2019,
with production levels reaching 12.8 million
barrels per day.
Whilst the vast majority of US crude output is
consumed domestically, domestic processing
capabilities are reaching capacity and an
increasing segment of production is now
moving to export destinations. US crude oil
must continue to expand into new markets
in order to sustain growth of and investment
in domestic energy production. This is
critical to enhancing US competitiveness on
an international basis, and to creating and
sustaining local employment.
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Trafigura is leading the charge both in
terms of expanding domestic outlets for
US crude production as well as partnering
with producers to find international markets
for their output. Domestically, Trafigura’s
trading teams have been able to successfully
provide comprehensive offtake and marketing
solutions for all product grades handled.

As the Permian Basin continues to be the
growth engine of US production – with
crude output currently reaching more than
4.0 million barrels per day, a greater volume
than OPEC members Venezuela, Libya and
Nigeria combined – we continue to invest and
commit to expanding infrastructure options
out of the Basin.

Our long-term pipeline, storage, and dock
solutions in the US offer producers the ability
to transport large volumes of crude oil to
the US Gulf Coast. Through our partnerships
with two condensate splitters in Corpus
Christi, Texas, we are able to process up
to 100,000 barrels per day of domestic
US crude oil.

In addition to being a leader in domestic
infrastructure and markets on US soil,
Trafigura’s superior global network extends
its supply chain capabilities directly to end
users in Canada, Central and South America,
the Caribbean, Europe and Asia.

We continue to make investments to
develop and deliver US shale resources to
their optimal markets, thereby helping to
realise their massive potential. We have a
substantial footprint in Texas, where we gather
and transport crude from the Permian and
Eagle Ford Basins to our terminals and
splitters in Corpus Christi.

Our global crude oil network
Our global network, strategically located infrastructure and
efficient logistics bring our customers closer to global markets.

Crudes accessible through
Trafigura Corpus Christi
•
•
•
•

Midland WTI
Midland WTI Light
EF-45
EF-52

Trafigura sweet US grades portfolio
• Bakken
• LLS
• DSW

12.8mbpd

Total US crude oil production by end of 2019

Countries of operation –
purchases and sales
Key crude oil trading offices
Crude oil trade flows

4.3mbpd

Total Permian crude oil production in 2019

Refineries/splitters
Bahia Blanca, Argentina
Corinto, Nicaragua
Corpus Christi, US
Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
Vadinar, India

2.8mbpd

Total crude oil traded Trafigura in 2019
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Enhancing trade flows
through strong infrastructure
Trafigura adds value to the global trade in natural resources with exceptional service
and performance across the supply chain. We connect counterparties, build capacity
and develop physical commodity markets reliably, efficiently and responsibly.

Investment in infrastructure
and logistics
We create and develop active trade routes.
Where infrastructure does not exist, we build it.
If it is already there, we invest to improve it.
We invest in ports, terminals and logistics
to enhance our physical trading activities.
We build warehouses and storage facilities,
operate truck and barge fleets, purchase and
charter ships, and develop mines – putting
in place top-class systems – to enhance
trade flows.
Our investments in the US provide us with
unparalleled access to trade flows.

3,000+

Wet shipping fixtures in 2019
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We have established powerful storage,
blending, and dock infrastructure positions
to export crude oil from Corpus Christi,
Houston and Beaumont, in Texas, and
St. James, in Louisiana.

End-to-end service

We have developed an impressive liquidsgathering business from the key US shale
fields as well as from Canada, partnering with
key producers to assist in transporting and
marketing their production volumes.

We access hard-to-reach locations and offer
technical advice and financial support.

This liquids-gathering business services our
global network of premium downstream
customers.

6.1mbpd

Oil and petroleum products traded globally in 2019

We configure our business around our
customers’ needs and work to develop strong,
mutually beneficial relationships. Our services
add value at every stage of the supply chain.

We build infrastructure and devise logistics
to streamline and simplify transportation.
We operate at scale through state-of-the
art terminals. We deliver on-time, on-spec
commodities wherever they are needed.

Global reach and scale
We forge robust connections between
suppliers and end users through our global
network, efficient logistics and unparalleled
market understanding. Our activities put us
at the heart of the global economy – we work
with governments, state-owned companies
and leading multinationals. We manage over
3,000 wet shipping fixtures and trade more
than six million barrels of oil and petroleum
products daily.

From wellhead to water:
a secure supply network
The US is now a major exporter and importer in most segments of the
product portfolio. Trafigura’s pipeline agreements, storage capabilities,
and relationships with producers from the Eagle Ford and Permian shale
regions offer a reliable supply base for our products.

Midland production
With total production of more than 4.0 million
barrels per day, and an increase in production
of over 1.0 million barrels per day year-onyear, the Permian Basin is the fastest growing
oil field in the world, and now exceeds the
production of all but a handful of countries.

Midland

Wink
Crane

PERMIAN BASIN

Cactus II pipeline and Corpus Christi
system integration
Trafigura’s long-term pipeline contract on the
Plains All American Cactus II pipeline provides
shipment volumes of 300,000 barrels per day.
The Corpus Christi facilities provide a total
export capacity of 500,000 barrels per day
and can accommodate vessels ranging in size
from barge up to Suezmax that can be loaded
with up to 900,000 barrel parcels.

Ca

ct

us

II

Houston
Sweeny
Helena

EAGLE FORD BASIN

Logistics chain
Trafigura offers integrity of supply across
dedicated infrastructure, fully segregated from
wellhead to water.
We source our Midland crude from over
40 producers in the Basin, using our
extensive network of gathering and logistics
infrastructure and both spot and term
purchase contracts.
From the field, we ship barrels via qualitysegregated pipeline systems (with quality
guarantees) to our private tank facilities
at Corpus Christi, from which we can load
vessels across our 6 docks.

Three Rivers

Gardendale
Georgewest

Taft
Corpus Christi
Energy Transfer Partners
Rio Bravo Pipeline
Plains All American Cactus II Pipeline
Kinder/Magellan Partners
Double Eagle Pipeline

Crude and
condensate
to export

Gray Oak Pipeline
EPIC Pipeline

300,000bpd

Crude and condensate transport capacity via Cactus II
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Trafigura Corpus Christi:
Quality, efficiency and convenience
Corpus Christi is the backbone of the Trafigura export program. Trafigura has invested
approximately USD1 billion to establish leading facilities in the port, with the strongest
combination of dock capacity, crude storage, pipeline connectivity and loading efficiency
on the Gulf Coast.

With full commercial rights to four major
facilities in Corpus Christi, Texas, each with
significant deepwater dock access and storage
capabilities, Trafigura is helping to move US
crude from the Permian Basin and Eagle Ford
shale regions to growing foreign markets.

NuStar North Beach
In 2018, Trafigura added a fourth strategic asset, taking a term commitment at NuStar
North Beach export terminal, which further enhances our ability to receive US production
and deliver it to international markets. North Beach benefits from four deepwater docks
capable of loading up to Suezmax size vessels at 30,000 barrels per hour.

Buckeye (BTP and BTH)
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Magellan Processing
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At Buckeye Texas Hub (BTH) and Buckeye
Texas Processing (BTP), Trafigura has
access to over 6 million barrels of storage
capacity for crude and products, including
1.2 million barrels of refrigerated
LPG storage, multiple pipeline and
transport connections, two deep-water
berths capable of loading up Suezmax
tankers at 40,000 barrels per hour and
a 50,000 barrels per day condensate
splitter capacity.

BTP

EPIC

MP

Through an additional asset at Magellan
Processing (MP), Trafigura has access to
a second, 50,000 barrel per day capacity
splitter as well as additional tankage and
pipeline connectivity.

5.2m

Barrels of crude oil and condensate storage
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6

Deepwater berths

500,000bpd 100,000bpd
Total export capacity

Condensate splitter capacity

The BTH, BTP and MP sites are joined together
by three dedicated pipelines that allow cross
asset-optimisation.

Combined with NuStar North Beach, the
four facilities provide Trafigura with a total
of 5.2 million barrels of crude oil storage
capacity, six crude oil export docks with a
total export capacity of 500,000 barrels per
day, and 100,000 barrels per day condensate
splitter capacity.

Kinder Morgan/Magellan Double Eagle

The Corpus Christi advantage
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• Pilot/operating restrictions: Unlike other
ports along the Gulf Coast, Corpus Christi
is not daylight-restricted for Aframax or
smaller vessels. This enhances the speed
with which barrels can be moved out and
reduces loading delays and demurrage.
• Corpus Christi experiences less fog than
Houston: during the winter 2019 fog
season (December 2018 to March 2019),
Houston suffered 10 more days of port
closure than Corpus Christi, including 7 lost
days in February alone.
• Distance to the Outer Continental Shelf
begins approximately 15 miles offshore
Corpus Christi versus 50 miles offshore
Houston. This means that Corpus
Christi has a structural advantage for
reverse lightering (and thus lower VLCC
demurrage) than other Gulf Coast ports.

ew

Trafigura assets

Bui
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Trafigura Operated facilities
Magellan Processing
BTP and BTH
NuStar North Beach

NuStar North Beach

Pipelines
BTP/BTH
Magellan
NuStar
Plains All American

Trafigura Operated facilities
Flint Hills (Refinery)
Valero (Refinery)
Citgo (Refinery)
Plains

• Trafigura superior dock access: With
our ability to load multiple grades
from multiple terminals and docks
simultaneously, Trafigura customers can
load multiple STS vessels at the same time
for most efficient VLCC loading.
• Private docks and control over scheduling
and load operations means Trafigura
customers are less exposed to loading
delays and demurrage than at other public
facilities with multiple tenants.
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Texas Gulf Terminal Deepwater Port
US crude oil exports are projected to increase from 1.1 million barrels per day
to 4.8mmbpd* by 2022. Almost 75 percent of this increase will come from the
Permian and Eagle Ford Basins.

In response to the projected increase in
production and to complement our export
activities at Corpus Christi, in 2018 Texas Gulf
Terminals, Inc., which is owned by Trafigura
US Inc., submitted its permit application for
a deepwater port in the Gulf of Mexico to
further facilitate the export of US crude oil.

The Texas Gulf Terminals Project will
provide a safe, efficient and cost-effective
infrastructure solution for the export of
US crude oil from an offshore mooring point.
The project will allow up to Very Large Crude
Carriers to load cargo directly and fully via a
single point mooring buoy system (SPM) in the
Gulf of Mexico.

TGTP’s proposed facility will consist of a new
onshore storage terminal site that stores crude
oil ready for loading; approximately 12 miles of
onshore and inshore pipelines and 14.7 miles
of offshore pipeline to transport the crude oil
to the SPM; and an SPM buoy off the coast of
North Padre Island.
The proposed SPM will be capable of fully
and safely loading VLCC capacities in
approximately 48 hours including vessel
approach, mooring, cargo transfer, unmooring,
and vessel departure. The SPM will load at
approximately 60,000 barrels per hour and
will have throughput capacities of up to
8 VLCCs per month.
The Project construction timeline is estimated
to be 18 months following the award of a
permit by local authorities, with construction
projected to occur in five stages with onshore
and offshore activities pursued concurrently.

Corpus Christi Bay

*Million barrels per bay
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TERMINAL

SINGLE POINT
MOORING
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Trafigura Trading LLC
1401 McKinney St. Suite 1500,
Houston,
TX 77010,
US
www.trafigura.com
TI/0291.4e
Last updated: February 2020

Trafigura Group Pte. Ltd. and the companies in which it directly or indirectly
owns investments in are separate and distinct entities. In this publication, the
collective expressions ‘Trafigura’, ‘Trafigura Group’, ‘the Company’ and ‘the
Group’ may be used for convenience where reference is made in general to
those companies. Likewise, the words ‘we’, ‘us’, ‘our’ and ‘ourselves’ are used
in some places to refer to the companies of the Trafigura Group in general.
These expressions are also used where no useful purpose is served by
identifying any particular company or companies.

